Di Otto has contributed richly to many areas of scholarship in international law. Her research has had particular impact because it is not doctrinaire, rather it is subtle and reflexive and attentive to ambiguity and contradiction. Hallmarks of Di’s scholarly style include a mastery of the technical details of law, a deep appreciation of the power of legal theory and a keen attention to the political consequences of a particular legal stance. Her arguments, although grounded in social justice, are always based on a close reading of legal texts and she never follows the easy route of simply asserting the virtue of her position.

Take, for example, Di’s work on feminist theory and international law. While much research in this field has focused simply on the absence of women or overt forms of discrimination, Di’s analysis of women’s human rights took that field out of its rather limited framework and connected it to international economic developments. For example, her work on the outcomes of the Beijing Conference on Women of 1995 highlighted the neoliberal assumptions of the international order, an aspect of the negotiations that went unremarked by other scholars.1

Equally, Di’s work on the regulation of sexuality in peacekeeping unsettled prevailing scholarship by presenting a radical critique of the ‘zero tolerance’ policies of the United Nations. While many feminists hailed the ‘zero tolerance’ approach to sex between UN peacekeepers and local populations, Di argued that it was important to examine the complex sexual economies that surround peacekeeping and understand what the sexual transactions meant to the participants — that ‘zero tolerance’ policies made the problem one of simply sex, rather than one of survival, or labour, or indeed pleasure.2

Another striking area of Di’s research has been the articulation of postcolonial critiques of international law which linked the areas of race, gender and sexuality in a powerful way. She has drawn attention to the way that the ‘allegedly universal subject of human rights law … reproduces hierarchies including those of [gender], race, culture, nation, socio-economic status and sexuality’.3 Di has gone on to participate in important work identifying the elements of queer theory in international law, proposing that the Vatican may provide a starting point for
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3 Doris Buss and Ambreena S Manji (eds), International Law: Modern Feminist Approaches (Hart, 2005).
imagining what a queer state might look like — by challenging the link between a population’s reproductive continuity and statehood.  

Di’s work on economic, social and cultural rights is also significant. Her research has illuminated debates about the status and impact of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and she has also written perceptively about the protection of these rights in Australia. Her involvement with Australian and international NGOs demonstrates her distinctive capacity to connect theory and practice.

Di’s interest in re-imaginings of international human rights law can be seen in her work examining the sex/gender distinction. The idea that sex is biological and gender is a social construction has permeated much feminist literature and, to a certain extent, has been imbibed by the UN. Di suggests rather that we understand this distinction as ‘multiple and shifting, rather than dualistic’. She rejects the idea of the body as fixed biologically and sees it rather as culturally produced, thus undermining the standard international approach that sees women as in need of protection. For Di, gender is best understood as a technology of power that can disadvantage men and other gender identities as well as women. She highlights the often tentative advances by the UN human rights treaty bodies in this context and retains faith that ‘the discursive practices of international human rights law can reconceive sex/gender as a fluid conception that has multiple forms of expression and identification’.

Thus, while Di’s critique of the international and national legal systems is unflinching, her writing is essentially optimistic. She searches for signs of advance, points of contradiction that leave some space for pushing for change within the law. In this sense, she departs from the more pessimistic urgings of some scholars to simply ‘take a break from feminism’. This hopeful approach to the emancipatory potential of the law distinguishes Di from many other critical theorists in international law.


7 Ibid.
I am honoured to offer a few reflections on the occasion of Dianne (‘Di’) Otto’s retirement, though it is a formidable task. Indeed, it is hard to imagine a more daunting assignment than to do justice to Di and her scholarship in a short essay. It is difficult in part because Di is one of the most masterful writers I know. In all that she pens, from emails to law review articles, every word is carefully placed, and each sentence thoughtfully punctuated. Di’s words have fragrances and tastes. Her writing invites you into worlds of ideas and experiences you necessarily do not know. Even if you thought you knew them, through her telling, you understand them in new ways — sometimes more pleasurably and playfully, and sometimes more dangerously, than before.

If it is challenging to write in a manner worthy of Di’s style, it is equally tough to attempt to convey the substance of her thought. Fortunately, Di has offered me a phrase through her own recent scholarship that provides a useful window into her approach toward gender and international law. Largely about affect, the phrase is ‘juggling critique with hope’. She uses it in a recent book chapter on peoples’ tribunals to describe how they pursue a number of legal aspirations, from the identification of legal violations (critique) to the encouragement of ‘transformative challenges to the existing imaginaries of law’ (hope).1 In the process of writing about people’s tribunals, Di mirrors the approach she describes, as she both critiques and finds hope in the tribunals themselves. Such an approach is not unique to that chapter. Indeed, juggling critique with hope could describe nearly every piece of Di’s scholarly work.

Di wages her critique by questioning the common sense of international law — about nearly everything: peace, war, gender, sex, sexuality, race, indigeneity and nationality. Specifically, she challenges the ways that international law constructs and is constructed by common sense notions of each of those categories. She often does so by reviving lines of thought and practice that have been subsumed or forgotten. She reminds us, for example, of the history of feminist critiques of militarism that have all but been abandoned in feminist engagement with the United Nations Security Council’s agenda on Women, Peace, and Security.2 She also draws our attention to important continuities, such
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as the regulation of sexuality that animates the UN’s Zero Tolerance policy for its peacekeepers.³

Di sometimes expresses concern about the dangers of critique. Critique might be co-opted, for example, even used to legitimise the very structures against which it is aimed.⁴ She expresses these concerns not from the outside, but in moments of self-reflexivity within critique and with the striking humility that defines so much of her professional and personal style. For Di, the object of critique is never far away. She applies her critical eye to her own work, as both a scholar and an activist.

I mentioned Di’s recent chapter on people’s tribunals. It is analytically sharp and insightful, and speaks to her artful capacity to locate and articulate hope. Part of Di’s hope in the tribunals, or at least one brand of them, comes from their politics of listening. Audiences are implored to ‘listen with [their] hearts’⁵ and then act on a collective responsibility, as Di puts it, to ‘do whatever we can, in solidarity with survivors, to struggle for justice both in and beyond the law’.⁶

The chapter also exemplifies Di’s enduring commitment to self-critique as she discusses her own role as a panellist on a people’s tribunal, the 2012 Asia-Pacific Regional Women’s Hearing on gender-based violence in conflict.⁷ She uses the chapter to contextualise and understand the hearing, and to consider whether and how the proceedings differed from those found in a courtroom, on one hand, and other people’s tribunals, on the other. In doing so, she critically reads the final statement produced by the four-person panel on which she sat, and concludes that it ‘falls short of invoking the sense of shared and collective responsibility that people’s responsibility tribunals promote’.⁸ Though she admits that she had an influential hand in drafting the statement and is therefore partly to blame, she does not stop with a mea culpa. Rather, she uses the statement’s failure to call attention to ‘the powerful grip that legal justice has on our imaginings and hopes for justice’.⁹

Although what I just described is reflective of Di’s juggling of critique with hope, I wonder whether my title might belie some of the complexity of Di’s work. That is, Di does not always or necessarily juggle critique with hope, but often insists on the hope of critique.¹⁰ That hope goes hand-in-hand with the danger she identifies. She continually reminds us, borrowing from Michel Foucault, that ‘everything is dangerous’.¹¹ So why not engage in critique? And she entices us with its pleasures and its possibilities for desubjugation, as
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⁴ See, eg, Otto, ‘The Exile of Inclusion’, above n 2.
⁵ Otto, ‘Impunity in a Different Register’, above n 1, 291.
⁶ Ibid 316.
⁷ Ibid.
⁸ Ibid.
⁹ Ibid.
¹⁰ Others, of course, have engaged in the critique of hope: see, eg, Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism (Duke University Press, 2011).
Foucault puts it. How else might we imagine peace and the decolonisation of minds and bodies other than by attempting to unravel the knowledge that binds us — precisely by finding moments or places where the ‘truth’ is not as we presume to know it? Throughout her career Di has enacted this method, in places and ways even Foucault might never have imagined. She has done so with a nuanced understanding of the function and limits of law and with attention to female sexuality and sensibility (particularly through a queer eye). Along the way, she has influenced the thought and affect of many engaged in scholarship and activism in a variety of fields, ranging from international law and peace studies to feminism and queer theory.

DIANNE OTTO’S FEMINISM AS CRITIQUE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

AELYAL GROSS*

Dianne Otto is an exemplary critical and feminist scholar of international law. When I say critical scholar, I mean one who engages not merely in ‘criticism’ but rather in ‘critique’, seeing the complexities and contradictions of law and looking at its legitimising role but also at the opportunities it offers.

Consider, for example, Otto’s discussion of the governance feminism critique in the context of international law. Otto argues that, as she had considered in the past, gender-focused resolutions of the United Nations Security Council may indeed amount to co-option, yet can still create opportunities for further feminist engagement both locally and globally,1 with the subsequent development of monitoring mechanisms possibly providing an opportunity for feminist activism.2 Gender-based Security Council resolutions, then, are a double-edged sword: they provide ‘footholds’ for feminist activism on the one hand, and a means for the Security Council to enhance its legitimacy and power on the other.3 The resolutions divert attention away from the underlying structural causes of armed conflict (in particular, the inequitable distribution of global power and wealth) while, at the same time, providing a powerful organising tool for local, national, regional and international feminists networks and movements.4 While offering this analysis, Otto describes how her own position shifted over time, and how later developments enabled a perspective that allowed her to consider the story as being about more than only co-option.

I found these insights useful in my own research on emerging global gay governance. Recent developments at the UN touching on its human rights mechanisms and on the Security Council, which address sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination, will require attention to their effects in ways resembling Otto’s concern with feminist issues.5 Otto’s openness to these complexities, and her willingness to change her analysis accordingly, point to a
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* Aeyal Gross is Professor of Constitutional and International Law at Tel-Aviv University.
2 Ibid 115–16.
version of ‘feminism as critique’\textsuperscript{6} needed today more than ever — a version that constantly returns to the questions rather than presuming to know all the answers, and committed to the emancipation human rights can offer while mindful of the legitimation they may provide. Thank you, Di, for being such an inspiration!

\textsuperscript{6} I borrow this term from the title of the book: Seyla Benhabib and Drucilla Cornell (eds), \textit{Feminism as Critique: Essays on the Politics of Gender in Late-Capitalist Society} (Polity, 1987).
When I was first prompted to share my reflections on the magisterial figure of Di Otto in transnational feminist scholarship on international law, I replied suggesting that I would like to speak through an assortment of situated (e)motions about the possibility to appreciate Di Otto’s relationship with international law as affective critique.

However, a cursory glance over the standard set of proposals of affect theorists suggests that all this is well-nigh impossible. Not only is affect often theorised — for instance, in Brian Massumi’s work — as autonomous and outside social signification,¹ that primary field of critical theory; it is also posited as a critique of sorts of critical social studies, with its attention to the residue that constructivist models of social studies leave behind — ‘the residue or excess that is not socially produced, and that constitutes the very fabric of our being’.² The visual arts theorist Simon O’Sullivan therefore concludes: ‘[a]ffects are … the stuff that goes on beneath, beyond, even parallel to signification. … [Y]ou cannot read affects, you can only experience them’.³ This assertion implies that affect as critical object stands in opposition to critique, or at least the critique produced by attention to social structures. With its focus on qualitative experience, affect theory, not unlike anthropology, privileges situated, lived sensation, even when that experience is in the domain of the virtual, the domain that escapes the so called ‘real world’ and because of that, in Massumi’s words, ‘cannot but be felt’.⁴ Bruno Latour explains this focus precisely as an antithesis

⁴ Massumi, above n 1, 91.
to critical thinking. Because for him critique is ‘the destruction of sense made’, the critical impulse should be resisted altogether. Finally, Gilles Deleuze construes affect as distinct from emotion, as ‘bodily meaning that pierces social interpretation, confounding its logic, and scrambling its expectations’. In other words, if these propositions are taken for granted, I cannot describe Di Otto’s relationship with international law as affective critique, because affect exists in the residue of discourse, in sensation, which lies outside the domain of critique. I should also be careful not to confuse affect with emotion, for those two are situated differently — emotion in the realm of social interpretation, affect in its bodily alterity that defies any socially imposed logic.

I confess, nonetheless, that I am a believer in affective critique. Clare Hemmings, for example, has helpfully rejected ‘the contemporary fascination with affect as outside social meaning, as providing a break in both the social and in critics’ engagements with the nature of the social’, and proposed, instead, that ‘affect might in fact be valuable precisely to the extent that it is not autonomous’. Moreover, my suggestion is that affect’s relationship with the social is mutually constitutive, even when affect unsettles the social, works against the social or provides an altogether asocial experience. This symbiosis is best seen at work when certain affects that are socially construed as ‘negative’ become a source of a feeling that is both felt as enjoyable and socially constructed as ‘positive’. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s theorisation of shame that becomes pride is an example of such undeniably messy socio-synesthetic transformation. But it is precisely this messiness — or querness, if you will — of affect when in touch with the social that makes affective critique possible and, with it, the distinctions between the ‘positive’ and the ‘negative’ or even between affect and emotion intrinsically unstable. Not only do things and people become messy and off balance when we direct our critical attention to affect; a turn to affect also exposes the inescapably complicated interrelatedness of seemingly autonomous formations. Or, as Silvan Tomkins once quipped:

> if we want to understand feeling, we had better understand all the things that are conjoined and that have evolved to be conjoined. We can tease them apart, we can
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7 Hemmings, above n 2, 552. However, the relationship between affect and critique is described as ambiguous and complex in many of Deleuze’s works. He writes, for example, of ‘affects that are not simply effects of the body, but veritable critical entities that hover over the body and judge it’: Gilles Deleuze, ‘The Shame and the Glory: T E Lawrence’ in Gilles Deleuze, Essays: Critical and Clinical (Daniel W Smith and Michael A Greco trans, University of Minnesota Press, first published in 1993, 1997 ed) 115, 124 (emphasis in original) (citations omitted).

8 Hemmings, above n 2, 565.

factor them, we can centrifuge them, but they remain a unitary phenomenon, which exhibits many diverse characteristics at once. Now that is not fashionable in science. It is called contamination. Unfortunately, we are deeply contaminated creatures.\textsuperscript{10}

The socio-affective contamination is not only a phenomenon deeply beneficial to critical examinations of the human; it should also be embraced as a mode of critique in its own right — a mode that critical theorists attuned to thinking through affects, or even \textit{thinking affectively} (that not being an oxymoron), have done all along. And, it is this kind of critique that I find extremely exciting in the ‘work’, or rather lifeworlds, of Di Otto.

A critical object that Di has grappled with \textit{a lot} throughout her life — an object, therefore that has entered her everyday experience in more ways than one — is that of international law. It elicited, no doubt, in her many a complex feeling and \textit{provoked} into being, so to speak, her many a critical text, lecture, thought. Is there a symbiosis to be observed between these supposedly separate provocations? Is there productive contamination?

I would like to offer my response in four motions, that are also emotions, that are also affects, that are also critical stances, situated in a series of Di’s texts. Those complex four occurrences can tentatively be called ‘fear’, ‘hope’, ‘abandonment’ and ‘pleasure’. I contend that each of these offers an insight into Di’s affectively invested critique, a window to what might be called Di’s methodology that is also, and inseparably so, a way of life with international law.

Let us first encounter fear. In ‘Power and Danger: Feminist Engagement with International Law through the UN Security Council’,\textsuperscript{11} Di turns to Janet Halley’s contention that ‘feminists now “walk the halls of power”’\textsuperscript{12} and provides an account of one such potential ‘hall’ \textit{par excellence} — the United Nations Security Council. While reluctant to agree with Halley’s label for this type of feminist engagement, that of ‘Governance Feminism’, Di still recounts the many dangers of this modus operandi, including ‘the risk of legitimising an imperial and hegemonic institution like the Security Council’\textsuperscript{13}. She reminisces, for example, how she was at first ‘despairing about feminist engagement with power’\textsuperscript{14} only to find things to be \textit{more complex} than that. Recalling Carole Vance’s warning that ‘sexual panics mobilise irrational fears about sexuality and can catch feminists in a “conservative impulse” that drastically narrows the terms of feminist discourse’,\textsuperscript{15} Di finds a suitable example of such situation in Security Council Resolution 1820, ‘with its panicked proposal to evacuate women and girls facing an imminent threat of sexual violence and its silences about sexual violence directed at men and boys’.\textsuperscript{16} However, Di’s analysis of some other


\textsuperscript{13}Ibid 99 (citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{14}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{15}Ibid 119.

\textsuperscript{16}Ibid.
related resolutions reveals that they ‘draw from a broader range of feminist ideas’. By delving into the fears, including her own, generated by an inherently dangerous feminist engagement, Di does not shy away from their complexity. It is, in fact, that complexity that can ultimately provide some solace, for it can help both understand and experience what she calls ‘working in the intersections of power and danger’.

In the same text, Di expresses a hope in the activist theorist nexus. This hope, very much a staple of Di’s critical life with international law, is first probed by the question: ‘Can an activist be engaged with critical thinking in both law and feminism without stifling her activism or betraying her critique?’ While the answer can be positive, she later adds that it is also ‘a “somewhat pessimistic” position to take’. The complexity of such a hope, and perhaps any hope involving international law, is thus laid bare. In another intervention, titled ‘Celebrating Complexity’, Di reveals that she, too, belongs to the tradition that Sundhya Pahuja ‘has aptly described as having “critical faith” in international law’s potential to challenge established relations of power’. To be sure, Di shares:

feminist and queer dissatisfactions with the assumptions, conceptual underpinnings, and vocabularies of international law, which order the way that we think about the international community, maintaining exclusionary normative conceptions of who is fully human, while masquerading as objective and universal.

But such discontents, Di explains, can also arise ‘from deep hopefulness that international law may yet be turned to emancipatory ends’. This hope cum disappointment, Di readily admits, is complex, perhaps even ‘dangerous’, both as a feeling and a critical stance. But she is adamant that such complexities should be ‘embraced as productive’, rather than seen as a problem.

This is not to say, of course, that Di has been ready to retain for affective and critical consumption every by-product of her living with international law. In fact, her early work cultivates a keen sense of abandonment, perhaps best captured in her call to ‘Rethinking the “Universality” of Human Rights Law’, in which she argues for ‘the cooperative endeavor between modern and poststructural knowledges’, as well as in her article ‘A Question of Law or Politics? Indigenous Claims to Sovereignty in Australia’, in which she explores ‘post-colonial and post-liberal local knowledges’. Taken together, these texts

17 Ibid (citations omitted).
18 Ibid 118.
19 Ibid 98.
20 Ibid 120 (citations omitted).
22 Ibid 168 (citations omitted).
23 Ibid 169.
24 Ibid 168–9 (citations omitted).
25 Ibid 171.
deplore ‘universalizing knowledge’ that law so often harbours. Besides a deep theoretical structure, which sets Di’s work apart from the sea of other contemporaneous legal scholarship, there is, I think, a visceral element to this call for abandonment, a sense of non-belonging and uneasiness that Di mines with great skill so that it becomes her critical tour de force. Take, for example, her recollection of sitting in the African Caucus of NGOs at the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, in September 1995, which can be read in her text ‘The Gastronomics of TWAIL’s Feminist Flavourings: Some Lunch Time Offerings’.28 She was there ‘as a representative of the Lesbian Caucus, to ask African women to lobby their State’s representatives to support the recognition of “sexual orientation” as an unacceptable ground of discrimination in the [Beijing] Platform for Action’.29 This is how she remembers the encounter:

The limits of our shared identification as women—and as feminists—felt overwhelming. … I felt bereft of words that could make … links and without a framework, in law or politics, that was capable of giving life to these interconnections in that room. … Before I even opened my mouth to speak, we were divided and ranked by a myriad of dualized identity significations springing from the ontologies of the post-colonial African Woman and the White Lesbian Woman of modernity … My efforts were met with, what felt to me like, stony silence. On one hand, I felt they were right to distrust me, in light of the many ways that white western feminism has been complicit in colonialism, and continues at times to be aligned with neo colonialism. But I also felt I had failed because I had not found the words to convey the pain and inhumanity of women’s lack of sexual autonomy, and of homophobia, no less in African countries than elsewhere.30

This is Di confronting abandonment head and heart on. Di at her most vulnerable, at her most revealing. Di at her strongest, too, living her politics, letting people and things be hurtful, letting her deep sense of abandonment hurt once more. Then, coming back to it. Being it again and again. Letting it flood the mind, too. Letting it yield critique. Letting, in other words, her critique become deeply affectively invested.

I conclude, however, with a few words on pleasure, for it permeates Di’s life with international law, too. Recall, for instance, her thoughts on statehood from a queer perspective, in the short text titled ““Taking a Break” from “Normal”: Thinking Queer in the Context of International Law’.31 Observing that many criteria of statehood in international law, such as the requirement of a ‘permanent population’, seem so obviously organised ‘along the grid lines of heterosexual kinship relations’,32 Di wonders what could be done to unsettle them. And, then, she suddenly comes to this realisation:

Curiously, the debate about whether the Vatican can be properly called a ‘state’ illustrates this nicely. One point that is made by those who want to deny its
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29 Ibid 346.
32 Ibid 120.
statehood is that its population lacks ‘permanency’ because, as it is made up of celibate priests and nuns, it is not self-sustaining. So the Vatican may provide a starting point for thinking through how a ‘queer’ state might ‘look’ — a thought that gives me pleasure.\textsuperscript{33}

There, I think, lies the beauty of Di’s affective critique. It jolts us out of our accustomed ways of thinking and being in the world. It unsettles us with excitement. And, let’s not forget Silvan Tomkins’ apt remark: ‘I am, above all, what excites me’.\textsuperscript{34}

\textsuperscript{33} Ibid (emphasis in original) (citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{34} Silvan S Tomkins, \textit{Affect, Imagery, Consciousness, The Positive Affects} (Springer, 2008) vol 1, 191.
CRITIQUE AS ACTIVISM AS CRITIQUE

GINA HEATHCOTE*

‘Activism is a form of critique, and critique — even academic critique — is a form of activism.’

This quote, from Professor Dianne Otto, and the chapter from our book it is drawn from, holds two important lessons on being an academic that Di taught me and that I continue to carry with me.

The first lesson is that which the quote tells us: critique is activism, activism is critique. There are disagreements, of course, but the divide between activist and academic spaces is an imagined one, an illusion. As academics, as lawyers, as feminists, the desire to critique, to analyse, to deconstruct, to rebuild, to unravel, to excavate knowledge as it presents itself is a political decision that is an activist’s choice. I think of law like math — a series of formulas and equations to be solved, to be proved, to be applied. Critique asks us to look at how the numbers are put together: on the page and in the stories we tell — stories that say the number two comes after the number one. Count on eight more and then you are at ten. What if I ask: whose fingers are you counting on? Why always start here? And not there? What happens if I look at the whole hand? Critique is this second set of tasks, critique is a knowledge project — breaking it down and re-imagining it — critique is rethinking, critique is activism.

In the second lesson, Di taught me to listen — I mean really listen and in particular to those outside of academic spaces. This is embedded in the above quote, which in stretching and imagining the connection — the conversation that exists between activism and critique — reminds us that the knowledge projects of academia are also part of feminist and queer activism. Di taught me to notice how our colleagues in NGOs and colleagues working with international institutions get it: they understand the critiques, the criticisms of the institutions, the co-optation and risks. They create footholds and they expose themselves, render themselves vulnerable and take risks to change the things that look like they cannot be changed. Di’s article ‘A Sign of “Weakness”’ is all about honouring the stories and learning from the histories of women and feminists that did and do. Listening reminds us that the tussles and tensions of contemporary feminisms have trajectories across space and time such that we do not need to start again but we might listen some more.

I was deeply honoured to host a symposium to celebrate Di’s oeuvre of work in September 2016 at SOAS University of London. I enjoyed the images of the
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* Gina Heathcote is Reader in Gender Studies and International Law at SOAS University of London.
bright orange celebration in Melbourne a few months later. I had (and have) a strange feeling that both felt more like beginnings than endings. Some of those beginnings are seeds that Di has planted through her inspirational mentoring of queer and feminist scholars on how to write, on how to live, on how to be. However, I think (I hope) outside of academia, the activist–academic blurring continues with no plans to retire.
IN HONOUR OF THE QUEERLY CURIOUS:
PROFESSOR DIANNE OTTO

WAYNE MORGAN*

I first met Di when she was a student at Melbourne University Law School in the early 1990s. I was a young academic, newly inspired by queer theory and the potential it held in theorising law and legal institutions. What I remember about Di from that time was her enthusiasm and her quietly optimistic practical faith in the power of diversity. Back then, I didn’t know how prolific and important Di’s work in activism and scholarship was already and would become.

I became familiar with that work over a period of years as Di became both friend and colleague. I remember the depth and power of her work and what an influence it has had on my own activism and scholarship from the 1990s to this day. Two early pieces, in particular, were extraordinary. Her piece in 1996 on ‘Subalternity and International Law’ can now rightly be called a classic and I still use it in teaching materials today.1 Her work on ‘Rethinking Universals’ was equally enlightening.2 The themes of community and coalition, diversity and the incommensurability of difference were important in that early work and I note how those themes have remained constant concerns for Di since. If I might reductively summarise that work without doing too much damage, I would characterise it as exploring the ways in which we are learning to work with the incommensurability of difference and the fundamental challenges to statism (masculinist and racist technologies of biopower) that incommensurability represents. Di’s work is ‘truly treasonous’: by which I mean theoretically subversive whilst being eminently practical and based in community activism.

And I have always envied Di for her ability to come up with a great title! ‘Holding Up Half the Sky, But for Whose Benefit?’,3 ‘Everything is Dangerous’,4 and a particular favourite of mine: ‘The Exile of Inclusion’.5 Those four words alone impart so much about the nature of identity politics and law reform.

Her role in disseminating and fostering gender and queer-based scholarship in international law and politics has also been crucial. Di was central in organising the first panel on queer theory at the prestigious American Society of
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International Law annual meeting in 2007.\textsuperscript{6} The academic research she has fostered in others, the workshops she has organised,\textsuperscript{7} and the army of PhD students she has supervised all speak to the lasting legacy of her scholarship.

In her most recent work on queer curiosity and the dangers of the heteronormative nation state, Di calls for a more direct queer engagement with neoliberal masculinist economic theory and practices.\textsuperscript{8} Nothing seems timelier, given the state of current international politics and law. Queer curiosity always has, and it always will, necessitate interrogating discourses of gender, race and class that perform the heteronormative nation state. Di’s work has been crucial to this and the world of international legal scholarship and activism is much richer for it. We know the activism (and hopefully the scholarship) will continue in this new phase of her life. We thank her and we wish her all the very best!


\textsuperscript{7} See, eg, Queering International Law: Possibilities, Alliances, Complicities, Risks, Provocations II — Legal Theory Workshop Series, Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne, 14–15 December 2015; From Rethinking Peacekeeping to Queer Perspectives on Law, Centre for the Study of Colonialism, Empire and International Law, SOAS University of London, 10 June 2013.

SUBALTERNITY AND INTERNATIONAL LAW:  
IN APPRECIATION OF DI OTTO

RAHUL RAO*

Looking at Di’s formidable contribution to international legal scholarship, I am struck by how little of it I know but also by how deep an impact it has had on me. In this short reflection, I want to think through my earliest and most recent engagements with Di’s work, which in retrospect, reveal an enduring theme of her scholarship.

I discovered Di sometime in the early 2000s while I was working on a doctoral thesis, through her 1996 article ‘Subalternity and International Law’.1 My thesis was attempting to intervene in international normative theory, which had, at the time, become monopolised by liberal political theory and polarised — perhaps also paralysed — by a debate between cosmopolitanism and nationalism on the scope of justice. I was trying to use postcolonial theory to reveal the ‘dark sides’ of both cosmopolitanism and nationalism when manifest as imperialist globalism and authoritarian localism respectively. But I had reached a disciplinary and methodological impasse of my own. All the postcolonial scholarship I was reading was in other disciplines — literary studies, history and anthropology. Moreover, I was encountering a disjuncture of scale that I did not know how to work around: the postcolonial scholarship, especially in its more poststructuralist vein, seemed enamoured of the politics of the fragment, leaving open the question of how to theorise the totalities of global order that to which the disciplines of international relations and international law seemed ontologically tethered.

Di’s 1996 article was crucial in helping me to bridge these apparently incommensurable frameworks, not least because incommensurability is a major theme of this piece. Drawing on the work of subaltern studies scholars, Di asks ‘whether it is possible to imagine processes whereby non-dominant, non-elite, subaltern individuals and groupings could participate as subjects of international law’.2 The major contribution of subaltern studies scholarship lies in its critique of both colonial and bourgeois-nationalist schools of Indian historiography on account of their occlusion of subaltern agency. Di ingeniously deploys its arguments to criticise, by analogy, both the foundational premises of the Charter of the United Nations and the politics of the Group of 77 that ostensibly sought to challenge them. While the former institutionalises Eurocentric and orientalist conceptions of international legal personhood, the latter reinforces these through an uncritical embrace of the form of the modern nation state and an insidious silencing of subalterns within Third World societies. In contrast to some of the
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more uncritical celebrations of Third World state assertion in some Third World Approaches to International Law (‘TWAIL’) scholarship, Di’s argument opens up space for the theorisation of subaltern challenges expressed in modes of speech that are typically inaudible to the international legal scholar. In a disciplinary sense, her article helped to make audible the foundational work of postcolonial scholars — Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak, Homi K Bhabha, Dipesh Chakrabarty — in the registers of international law and politics.

It would be several years before I met Di in person during one of her stints as a visiting fellow at SOAS University of London. By this time, I had been working at SOAS for nearly three years and thinking increasingly about the politics of sexual orientation and gender identity as a salient issue in global politics. I had been considering offering a graduate course on queer politics, but was unsure about the prospects for institutional support given that there were, to the best of my knowledge, no courses explicitly foregrounding queer perspectives in their titles in SOAS at the time. In May 2011, Di co-organised a workshop entitled ‘Queer Perspectives on Law’ with Aeyal Gross.\(^3\) It is fair to say, I think, that this workshop was something of an institutional and a disciplinary ‘coming out’ for many of us at SOAS, making visible just how much queer scholarship was in fact being produced within the institution, as well as by colleagues in other nearby schools (Birkbeck, King’s College London, Kent, Sussex), even if obscured by the institutional silos of departments and faculties.

More recently, Di mobilised these and other networks to curate an extraordinarily stimulating workshop on ‘Queering International Law’, held at Melbourne Law School in December 2015. The workshop culminated in an eponymous edited volume, in the introduction to which Di urges us to embrace a ‘queer curiosity’.\(^4\) Reminding us of the feminist and subversive genealogy of ‘curiosity’ as an investigative method, Di invites us to explore both the use of international law to ensure respect for the dignity and personhood of queer subjects as well as the ways in which queer theory casts a different light on the conceptual and analytical underpinnings of international law’s adjudication of the normal. But there is also space for pleasure in this curiosity, as Di asks us to ‘take a break’ from the politics of heteronormative injury to celebrate the expression of human sexuality and gender identity in all its diversity and fluidity.\(^5\) Certainly I can attest to the pleasure of taking a break from the workshop to visit Ai Weiwei’s exhibition honouring Australian human rights advocates at the National Gallery of Victoria, among whom Di has a well-earned place. It was thrilling to look around Ai’s room-scale installation built out of
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Lego-like blocks and to see Di’s inspiring words high up on one wall: ‘Without hope, solidarity and imagination, change is impossible.’

My current work explores questions of temporality in struggles around queer rights in the Global South. In thinking about questions of time, I have been struck by the way in which contemporary controversies around LGBTI rights in international politics are haunted by the shadow of a much longer struggle around women’s rights. While it is instructive to think about the resonances and dissonances between these different struggles, one of the dangers — as much analytical as political — of such juxtapositions is that they can misleadingly represent these movements as organised around the concerns of cisgendered heterosexual women and gay men respectively, occluding queer and trans feminine subjectivities. Di’s work has consistently struggled against these tendencies, making lesbian identities visible in international law while also identifying commonalities that cut across feminist and queer engagements with sexuality and gender identity.

In her critique of the 1995 Fourth World Conference on Women at Beijing, Di writes with a kind of meticulous outrage of the way in which references to sexual orientation were deleted from the final Beijing Platform for Action in return for a watering down of objections to women’s rights on grounds of cultural relativism: lesbians here become collateral damage in the skirmishes between so-called progressives and conservatives over women’s rights. In foregrounding the lesbian question, Di populates the abstract categories of her account of ‘subalternity and international law’ with embodied subjects who struggle, fall, and pick themselves up again to begin anew on the changed terrain enabled by their earlier efforts.
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